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A recent experiment on the Ring Trap 1 device has demonstrated long-term �exceeding 300 s�
confinement of non-neutral �pure electron� plasma in a dipole magnetic field; particles diffuse
inward, steepening the density gradient and self-organizing into a stable vortex structure �Z. Yoshida
et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 104, 235004 �2010��. In this study, the internal structures of the plasma are
experimentally investigated, and it is shown that the observations are consistent with rigidly rotating
charged particle clump. The radial profiles of electrostatic potential and electron density consistently
show that the drift velocity has homogeneous angular frequency in the confinement region. The
electrostatic fluctuations also rotate rigidly with a phase velocity that agrees with the drift velocity.
The magnetospheric system should have a wide application in confining single-species and even
multiple-species charged particles. © 2010 American Institute of Physics. �doi:10.1063/1.3514207�

I. INTRODUCTION

In a uniform straight magnetic field, axisymmetric non-
neutral plasma of constant density rotates rigidly, creating a
balance between the self-electric field and the induction
�v�B� electric field. On a rigidly rotating frame, the effec-
tive potentials cancel, and thus, the constant density is con-
sistent with the Boltzmann �thermal� distributions.1,2 In
Malmberg and multiring traps where non-neutral plasmas are
stably trapped by axial magnetic field and plugging electro-
static field, various studies on single-component non-neutral
plasmas have been conducted.3 Among other topics, the for-
mation and confinement of antimatter plasmas are challeng-
ing issues in non-neutral plasma studies.4 Antimatter plasmas
are an interesting subject of study in its own right, but they
also have a variety of scientific and technological applica-
tions. Simultaneous confinement of electron and positron
plasmas enables experiments on pair plasmas,5–8 and, in the
future, it can potentially be used for laboratory studies of
electron-positron plasma in space phenomena.9 Stable con-
finement of low temperature electron and positron plasmas
will enable production of a large number of positronium,
which can be used for precision tests of the CP and CPT
symmetries10 and as a new �-ray source.11 An efficient trap
system for non-neutral plasmas can also be used for storage
of antimatter particles.4 In studies of antimatter plasmas so
far, interaction between positron plasma and electron
beams12,13 and formation of cold antihydrogen atoms for the
stringent tests of the CPT symmetry14–16 have been per-
formed using the linear trap configurations. Confinement of
toroidal plasmas with arbitrary nonneutrality17,18 is the next
major progress toward the experimental studies of electron-
positron and antihydrogen plasmas.

Toroidal closed magnetic surface configurations are suit-
able for confining high-energy �or high-temperature� charged
particles �Fig. 1�. This configuration can also confine
multiple-component plasmas, even with opposite-sign
charges. We have started studies on toroidal non-neutral

plasma in a dipole magnetic field.17 Proto-RT19–21 was a pro-
totype magnetospheric device with a dipole field coil that
was mechanically supported in the chamber. One of the key
issues in the formation of toroidal non-neutral plasmas is the
method of particle injection across the closed magnetic sur-
faces. In Proto-RT, effective electron injection into the closed
surfaces was achieved using the effects of chaotic orbits of
electrons due to magnetic null line and applied rf fields.19

Current returned to the electron source decreased to less than
1%, and efficient electron injection was realized. Electron
plasma with several kilovolts of space potential was steadily
generated by continuous beam injection. In investigating
the internal potential structures of electron plasma in
Proto-RT,20,21 we found that the confinement properties were
drastically improved when the shapes of potential contours
were adjusted to those of the magnetic surfaces by negatively
biasing the case of the dipole field coil. The stable confine-
ment time rose to more than 0.2 s, which is close to the
classical diffusive loss time caused by the collisions with
neutral molecules.

The reader is referred to several studies on toroidal non-
neutral plasmas with different geometries.22–27 Initial experi-
ments on the toroidal non-neutral plasma were conducted in
a pure toroidal field for the production of highly charged
heavy ions trapped in a large negative potential well of elec-
tron plasma.22 Similar to the case for neutral plasmas,
charged particles are rapidly lost from the trap because of the
drift motions in a pure toroidal field. Because of the strong
self-electric field, however, forces due to induced image
charges on the chamber wall can act as an effective rotational
transform for non-neutral plasmas.23 Recent experiments in a
pure toroidal field have demonstrated feedback-controlled
stabilization of the m=1 dioctoron mode and improved con-
finement times of up to 3 s.24 Besides the magnetospheric
traps, one can produce closed magnetic surfaces by external
coil currents of the stellarator configurations, although the
system is no longer axisymmetric. Experiments on pure elec-
tron plasma have been conducted in a helical system26 and a
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stellarator with interlocking coils,27 with the goal of conduct-
ing future experiments on confining electron-positron
plasma.

Now, we return to the dipole confinement and describe
recent developments. The Ring Trap 1 �RT-1� device is a
successor to the Proto-RT experiment. It has a levitated su-
perconducting magnet made with Bi-2223 high-temperature
superconducting wires.28,29 Although the coil levitation pre-
vents disturbance to the confinement region, electrode bias-
ing on the dipole field coil is impossible in RT-1, and we
cannot artificially optimize the internal electrostatic potential
profiles that are suitable for stable plasma confinement. We
conducted a pure electron plasma experiment in RT-1 and
realized a maximum confinement time of exceeding 300 s.30

Although the potential profiles were not externally con-
trolled, a stable confinement configuration was spontane-
ously generated. Here, a question arises as to what kind of
internal structures can be stably and spontaneously sustained
in the magnetospheric electron plasma. In this study, we ex-
perimentally studied the spatial structures and fluctuation
properties of electron plasma in RT-1 by measuring the elec-
trostatic potential and density profiles of plasma in a quasis-
table state during electron injection. We found that the toroi-
dal E�B flow of plasma has a radially constant angular
frequency, although the plasma is confined in a strongly in-
homogeneous dipole field. We also observed that the plasma
fluctuation has a radially coherent mode structure. These ob-
servations strongly suggest the spontaneous charging up of
the levitated dipole field coil and the formation of a rigid-
rotor stable equilibrium state of non-neutral plasma in the
magnetospheric configuration. In the following sections, we
describe these topics: Sec. II, the RT-1 experimental setup
and measurement methods using a Langmuir probe and a
wall probe; Sec. III, plasma formation and electron loss
mechanism; Sec. IV, spatial structures of plasma and evi-
dence of inward diffusion; Sec. V, fluctuation properties; and
Sec. VI, observation of long confinement.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND DIAGNOSTICS

Figure 2 shows a cross section of the RT-1 device and
the structure of the electron gun. Inside the vacuum chamber,

RT-1 has a Bi-2223 high-temperature superconducting dipole
field coil. The coil is magnetically levitated by a levitation
coil located at the top of the chamber. The rated current
values of the levitated and levitation coils are 250 and 28.8
kA, respectively. The magnetic separatrix is located at
r=92 cm on the equatorial plane �z=0 cm� of the device.
The vertical position of the superconducting coil is moni-

magnetospheric plasma

linear plasma trap

FIG. 1. �Color online� Dipole field lines generated by the ring current and
plasma confinement regions. Magnetospheric plasma is confined by the di-
pole field and magnetic mirror effects, as shown by the image contours.
Trapping non-neutral plasma in a linear trap is similar to trapping plasma in
small region on the center axis of ring current.
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FIG. 2. �Color online� Experimental setup: �a� poloidal cross section and �b�
top view of the RT-1 device including coil magnets, vacuum chamber, and
electron gun. The thin lines show magnetic surfaces generated by a combi-
nation of levitated superconducting magnet and normal-conducting levita-
tion magnet. �c� Photograph and circuit diagram of the electron gun.
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tored by three-cord laser sensors, and the current of the levi-
tation coil is feedback-controlled to enable stable levitation.
The vacuum chamber is 2 m in diameter and the base pres-
sure is 7�10−7 Pa. More detailed explanations of the RT-1
device are found in Ref. 29.

As illustrated in Fig. 2�c�, the electron gun consists of a
LaB6 cathode and a molybdenum anode located 2 mm apart
from the cathode19 and is located at the southeast port of
RT-1. The cathode is heated by a dc of 24 A, and negatively
biased to −Vacc against the chamber wall for electron injec-
tion. The anode is electrically connected to the chamber, and
electrons are injected with an initial energy of eVacc. The gun
is radially movable at the edge of the confinement region on
the z=0 cm plane and can be rotated about the supporting
rod. Drain, anode, and beam currents of the electron gun are
monitored by 1 � resistors. To ensure that the external elec-
tron supply is stopped in the stable confinement phase, we
switched off both Vacc and the cathode heating current after
electron injection.

As a perturbation-free diagnostic tool for electrostatic
fluctuations, we used wall probes22 in RT-1. The wall tip is a
stainless-steel foil located outside the confinement region in
the chamber, and electrically connected to the chamber via a
100 kHz bandwidth current amplifier. The wall probes were
used for measurements of radial electric field strength as well
as frequency and amplitude of fluctuations in the edge re-
gion. The image current signal Ii=dQi /dt is sent to an analog
integration circuit to measure the average electric field
strength on the wall

Er = −� dtIi/�0S , �1�

where �0 is the vacuum permittivity and S is the wall area
facing the plasma. The longest applicable integration time in
the present experimental setup is about 10 s. More detailed
description on the measurements of Er and techniques for
estimating the spatial profiles of plasma using wall probes
are reported in Ref. 31.

For measurements of space potential �s in plasma, we
installed an emissive Langmuir probe20,21,26,32,33 on the
northwest port of RT-1. The emissive probe was also used for
the measurements of local electron density as a conventional
Langmuir probe. The probe tip is a thoria-tungsten spiral
filament of 0.1 mm diameter and 20 mm total length, and
heated by a dc of 1.5 A. The tip was connected to a floating
power source via tungsten wires that are covered by insulat-
ing alumina tubes. The probe was placed at z=0 cm and
could be radially moved from r=50 to 100 cm in the con-
finement region. The insertion of the probe structure into the
confinement region causes perturbation to the plasma and
long time confinement is not realized. Therefore, we can use
the Langmuir probes only during electron injection phase.

The local space potential can be identified as the point
where the current-voltage �I-V� curves for an emissive probe
with and without filament heating begin to deviate.33 Using
the emissive Langmuir probe, �s is also estimated by the
so-called floating potential method. For the estimation of �s

by the floating potential method in RT-1, the probe was elec-

trically connected to the chamber via a 100 M� high-
impedance voltage probe, and high-impedance potential �h

was measured. Unlike the cases for neutral plasmas, floating
potential �f is not defined for pure electron plasma. Assum-
ing that electrons have Maxwellian distributions and neglect-
ing the space charge effects, �h of an emissive Langmuir
probe is written as

�h = �s −
kBTe

e
ln� Ies

Iem − �h/Rh
� , �2�

where Ies is the electron saturation current, Iem is the emis-
sion current of thermal electrons, kBTe is the electron tem-
perature, and Rh is the high-impedance value.33 Figures 3�a�
and 3�b� show the relation between �s and �h. When the
electron current and emission current are sufficiently large,
as shown in Fig. 3�a�, �h of an emissive Langmuir probe
gives good approximation of �s, satisfying Ies	 Iem−�h /Rh.
When the electron density is low and sufficient electron cur-
rent is not obtained, however, �s estimated by the floating
potential method contains considerable errors �Fig. 3�b��.

We compared �h and the I-V characteristics of emissive
probes with and without current heating �hot and cold
probes� and found that in most cases, �s is close to �h mea-
sured by the emissive probe especially in weak field regions.
Figure 3�c� shows typical I-V curves of the emissive
Langmuir probe in RT-1 with and without filament heating.
From the separation point of the two curves, we see that
�s=−351 V. As plotted in Fig. 3�c�, �h is given at the inter-
section of the I-V curves and the V= IRh line. For the emis-
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FIG. 3. �Color online� I-V characteristics of emissive �solid lines� and non-
emissive �dotted lines� probes when �a� electron density is sufficiently high
and �b� too low, respectively. The chain line shows the V=−RhI curve. �c�
Typical I-V characteristics of hot �filled circles� and cold �nonemitting�
�open circles� emissive Langmuir probe in RT-1. The space potential is
estimated to be �s=−351 V, where the two I-V curves begin to separate.
The dotted line shows a working line of 100 M� high impedance. Mea-
sured high-impedance potentials are also plotted.
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sive probe, �h=−355 V is quite close to �s. While for the
nonemissive probe, �h=−381 V, which underestimates �s.
We found that the difference between �s and �h becomes
considerable especially in strong field regions. In such cases,
we also measured the I-V curves to decide �s with and with-
out heating current and kept the error less than 5%.

For an approximate estimate of �s in the edge trap re-
gion �r=80–100 cm�, and especially for measurements of
radial electric field strength Er, a nonemissive Langmuir
probe was also installed at a north port of the chamber. We
see from Eq. �2� that a nonemissive probe satisfies �h=�s

−�kBTe /e, where � is a constant decided by the ratio of
electron saturation current and �h.33 We can estimate Er re-
liably from two �h measured at different positions with a
cold probe, as far as the distance �x of two measuring points
is short enough and the spatial variations of � and Te are
small, resulting in ��h	��s. We found that Er measured by
a cold probe agrees well with that measured by an emissive
probe typically within an error of 10% in the edge confine-
ment region when �x=1 cm.

A rake probe with 10 channel stainless-steel tips was
also used in RT-1 for simultaneous measurements of electro-
static fluctuations. The rake probe was covered with a ce-
ramic tube with 25 mm diameter, and the probe tips were
spaced 2 cm apart along the radial direction.

III. PLASMA FORMATION BY BEAM INJECTION
AND ELECTRON LOSS MECHANISM

Figure 4 shows the calculated orbits of an electron pro-
jected on the poloidal cross section in the magnetic field
configuration of RT-1 generated by the levitated and levita-
tion magnets. In a toroidal symmetric geometry, the canoni-
cal angular momentum P	 of a trapped charged particle is
temporally constant.2 The spatial deviation of a particle from

the initial magnetic surface is then less than the poloidal

Larmor radius: d
 
mr	̇ /eBp
=rp, where me is the electron
mass, e is the charge, and Bp= �Br

2+Bz
2�1/2 is the poloidal

magnetic field strength. In RT-1, the electron Larmor radius
is at most 7.5 mm in the edge confinement region for Te

=500 eV, and the motion of a single charged particle is lo-
calized near the initial vacuum magnetic surfaces as shown
in the figure. Estimation of Te during stable confinement
phase is not straightforward and was not investigated in the
present study.

In RT-1, we inject electrons into the static magnetic field
from an electron gun located in the edge confinement region.
As plasma is generated inside the separatrix and reaches a
steady state during gun operation, the electrostatic potential
of the plasma becomes approximately constant. In this phase,
the injected beam current is balanced by the sum of the loss
currents. Loss channels for electrons include the mechanical
structure of the gun located inside the separatrix and radial
diffusions caused by neutral collisions and fluctuations.
Without coil levitation, another major loss channel is the
support structure of the superconducting coil.

We separated these loss channels by comparing the beam
currents and plasma potentials by changing experimental
conditions. First, we checked the effects of coil levitation.
Figure 5 shows the dependencies of three variables on Vacc:
drain current Idrain from the cathode, electron beam current
Ibeam, and high-impedance potential �h at r=80 cm mea-
sured by the edge Langmuir probe. Electrons were injected
from r=80 cm in the upward direction as Vacc was varied
from 75 to 225 V. Open circles and triangles in the figure
show data for the supported dipole field coil, and filled
circles and triangles show data for the levitated coil. When
not levitated, the dipole field coil was operated at 90% of its
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FIG. 4. �Color online� Calculated electron orbits and magnetic surfaces in
RT-1. Each line is a single-particle trajectory in magnetic configuration of
RT-1. Electrons are injected from r=60, 70, 80, 90, 95, and 100 cm at
z=0 cm. Initial acceleration voltage Vacc=500 V.
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rated current. The shapes of the magnetic surfaces in both
cases were quite similar, and thus, the variation in plasma
properties is attributed solely to the effects of the coil support
structure. As shown in Fig. 5�a�, coil levitation drastically
reduced Ibeam, and reduced the electron loss current to the
order of 1%. Meanwhile, variations in �h were relatively
small, implying that the number of trapped electrons was not
substantially changed by coil levitation, as shown in Fig.
5�b�. Since the plasma was approximately steadily sustained
during electron gun operation, we can estimate the confine-
ment time of electrons as �=Q / Ibeam, where Q is the total
charge of the plasma. The reduction of Ibeam by coil levitation
therefore indicates suppression of electron loss and increased
confinement times caused by the removal of the coil support
structures. The typical confinement time of electrons during
beam injection is �l=100 �s with coil levitation and
�s=10 �s without coil levitation.

According to wall probe measurements,31 electrons on
the magnetic surfaces intersecting the electron gun structure
are selectively lost just after the electron supply ends. This
indicates that the main loss channel for electrons, when the
coil is levitated, is the gun structure located in the edge con-
finement region. Loss current due to collisions of electrons
with the gun structure may be written as

Igun = enevE�BS  Vacc
2 , �3�

where S=0.64 m2 is the area of the magnetic surfaces pro-
jected onto the poloidal cross section that intersects the gun
structure �hatched region in Fig. 2�a��, vE�B=Er /B is the
toroidal E�B drift velocity, and B=0.03 T is the typical
magnetic field strength in this region. Because �h is an ap-
proximately a linear function of Vacc �Fig. 5�b��, indicating
that the plasma potential is decided primarily by the injected
electron energy, and the shapes of the �h profiles are similar
for various Vacc, we assumed that ne and Er are proportional
to Vacc. Figure 6 shows radial profiles of �h and calculated Er

in the edge confinement region. With Vacc=175 V, the typi-
cal value of Er is 300 V/m in the edge region. The observed
potential profile is well reconstructed by an electron number
density of ne=5�1010 m−3 in the edge confinement region.
A chain line in Fig. 5�a� shows a plot of Igun calculated using
these values and assumptions. Igun approximately balances
Ibeam, indicating that the electron loss during beam injection
is caused primarily by the electron gun structure located in-

side the separatrix. We note that electron loss due to the gun
structure arises only in the edge confinement region, and
therefore, we did not evaluate here the confinement proper-
ties of the long-lived component of electrons trapped in the
strong field region.

Another loss mechanism for electrons is collision with
the remaining neutral molecules. From the fluid equation for
electrons with finite temperature Te, including the effects of
collisions with neutrals, in addition to single-particle motion
in static electric and magnetic fields,

mene
dv

dt
= − e�E + v � B� − kBTe � ne − mene�nev , �4�

the perpendicular velocity of the electrons is given by

v� = −
kBTe � ne/ne + eE

me�ne�1 + ��c/�ne�2�
+

vE�B + vD

1 + ��ne/�c�2 , �5�

where vE�B=E�B /B2 and vD=��nekBTe��B /eneB
2 are

the E�B and diamagnetic drift velocities. Because the elec-
trons are magnetized and the condition �c��ne is satisfied,
the vertical motion of electrons across the magnetic surfaces
is approximated as

vn� 	 −
kBTe�ne

me�c
2

�ne

ne
−

e�ne

me�c
2E = − Dn�

�ne

ne
− ��E ,

�6�

where �ne is the electron-neutral collision frequency, Dn� is
the diffusion coefficient, and �� is the mobility term in the
perpendicular direction. Substituting the typical values of B
=0.03 T, Te=100 eV, Pn=10−6 Pa, and ne=1012 m−3, we
have Dn�=1�10−4 m2 s−1, ��=1�10−6 V−1 m2 s−1, and
vn� is of the order of 10−3 ms−1. The cross field current of
electrons due to neutral collisions is then estimated to be

In� = enevn�A 	 10−10 A, �7�

where A	1 m2 is the typical area of a magnetic surface.
Because I� is more than four orders of magnitude smaller
than Igun in the present experimental conditions, the effects of
neutral collisions on the injection and loss current balance
are negligible in the electron injection phase. In fact, varia-
tions in neutral gas pressure in the low pressure range do not
seriously affect plasma properties. This is evident in Fig. 7,
which shows the effects of Pn on space potential, electron
gun current, and dominant fluctuation frequency during elec-
tron injection. These parameters are independent of Pn below
approximately 10−5 Pa where most of the experiments are
conducted. The effects of neutral molecules become non-
negligible above approximately 10−4 Pa, and stable confine-
ment is not realized in this pressure range, as described in the
following sections. We note that at base pressure of
7�10−7 Pa, ion current was not observed by a Langmuir
probe within the measurement error, indicating that the ratio
of ions in plasma is at least less than 10%. This is possibly
because ions generated by collisions of electrons and neu-
trals are lost and balanced due to volume and surface recom-
bination processes.34
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IV. SPATIAL STRUCTURES AND INWARD DIFFUSION
OF PLASMA

Figure 8 shows the radial space potential profiles during
beam injection, measured by the emissive Langmuir probe
with and without coil levitation. During operation without
coil levitation, the dipole field coil was operated at 90% of
its rated value to ensure that the shapes of the magnetic sur-
faces would be similar to their shapes during operation with
coil levitation. Electrons were injected from rgun=80 cm
with Vacc=500 V. When the coil was not levitated �open

circles and dotted line�, the gradient of �s is close to 0 at r
�65 cm, where �s approaches minimum value. Because the
stainless-steel case of the superconducting magnet is electri-
cally connected to the chamber through the support structure
without coil levitation, �s=0 V on the coil case surface at
r=37.5 cm. The potential profile is, therefore, always con-
vex downward without coil levitation, and the toroidal
E�B drift motion has a strong shear flow, which may lead
to the destabilization of the plasma. Without coil levitation,
the grounded coil case and support structure are serious loss
routes of electrons. In this case, long time confinement is not
realized.

The filled circles in Fig. 8 show the �s profile with coil
levitation. The potential profile has a relatively steep gradient
because the superconducting coil is electrically floating and
negatively charged against the chamber wall. Interestingly,
�s in the stronger magnetic field region at r�rgun is substan-
tially lower than −Vacc, indicating that electrons obtain extra
energy and are radially transported inward from the initial
position of the electron gun. Because of the small Larmor
radius of the magnetized electron, the single-particle orbits
of electrons are localized near the initial magnetic surface.
The electrons may be radially transported because of the col-
lisions with neutral molecules. However, the formation of a
space potential below −Vacc indicates that the total energy of
the electrons at r�rgun is higher than the initial energy,
which is not explained by diffusion caused by neutral colli-
sions.

Cross field penetration and energization of charged
particles are commonly observed in planetary
magnetospheres.35–37 Fluctuations in plasma with time scales
faster than or comparable to the toroidal rotation period can
violate the third adiabatic invariant K=�P	dse�, where
P	=merv	+erA	 is the canonical angular momentum and �
is the magnetic flux enclosed by the drift trajectory.38 Then,
the trajectories of the charged particles can deviate from the
initial magnetic surface and the particles are radially trans-
ported. If the first invariant �=mev�

2 /2B and the second in-
variant J=�mev�dl are conserved in this process, the perpen-
dicular and parallel kinetic energies of the charged particles
increase, as the particles are transported to stronger magnetic
field regions. In RT-1, the plasma undergoes large electro-
static fluctuations in the diocotron frequency range during
electron injection that can break the conservation of P	 and
K and causes radial penetration of the electrons. This can
explain the experimental observation of the inward diffusion
and energization of the electrons.

Figure 9 shows plots of electrostatic fluctuation and
space potential as a function of Vacc. As Vacc is increased and
the fluctuation amplitude grows, �h exceeds Vacc signifi-
cantly, which is consistent with fluctuation-induced inward
transport and energy enhancement of the electrons. Figure 10
shows further side evidence of fluctuation-induced radial
transport. Electrons were injected by a gun located at r
=80 cm. Particle flux was measured by a Langmuir probe
located in the edge confinement region at r=90 cm. In the
confinement phase after the electron injection from t=0 to
0.32 s, we observed simultaneous temporal activation of both
electrostatic fluctuation and particle flux. These observations
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are consistent with the transportation of electrons across the
closed magnetic surfaces due to the activated fluctuations.

The solid line in Fig. 8 shows the space potential profile
where the E�B drift velocity of the plasma is a rigid-rotor
motion,

�s = �� Brdr , �8�

where � is the constant angular frequency of the toroidal
rotation of the plasma. Here, we approximate that the plasma
is horizontally symmetric near the z=0 cm plane and the z
component of E can be neglected because the levitated coil
current is much larger than the levitation coil current. As
shown later in Fig. 13, the fluctuation frequency of the fun-
damental mode measured by the wall probe and the emissive
probe is 31 kHz, and �=1.9�105 rad /s. The E�B drift
velocity of the plasma approximately agrees with the veloc-
ity of a toroidal rigid rotation with constant �, as shown in

Fig. 8. The �s curve does not entirely agree with the poten-
tial profile for rigid-rotor E�B motion, especially in the
strong field region and near the electron gun, indicating the
existence of some remaining differential motion in the rota-
tion speed of the plasma during electron injection. As shown
later in Fig. 12, the frequency power spectrum of the fluc-
tuation has broad peaks in this phase. After the electron sup-
ply ends, the plasma undergoes long-lived stable fluctuation
with a peaked frequency spectrum, which implies self-
organization of a shear-free rigid-rotating stable equilibrium
state. When the superconducting magnet is not levitated, the
�s curve deviates greatly from the potential profile for rigid-
rotor E�B motion.

Figure 11�a� shows the density profile of the plasma at
z=0 cm, measured by the emissive probe used as a conven-
tional Langmuir probe. The experimental conditions are the
same as those for Fig. 9 �rgun=80 cm and Vacc=500 V, and
the superconducting magnet was levitated�. The electrons are
distributed inside the separatrix, transported inward across
the magnetic surfaces from the position of the electron gun.
Since the variation in fwall as a function of rprobe is small �Fig.
13�, it is reasonable to suppose that the density profile is not
substantially distorted due to insertion of the emissive probe
structure. Assuming that density ne is constant on a magnetic
surface �Fig. 11�b��, the space potential profile can be calcu-
lated, as shown in Fig. 8, as a chain line. Because the internal
space potential results primarily from the majority of the
electrons being trapped in weak field regions, the mirror ef-
fects of the trapped electrons are neglected in this approxi-
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mation. We did not measure the electrostatic potential Vic of
the levitated magnet case, but we estimated it to be �1210 V
by extrapolating the �s curve. The chain line in Fig. 8 shows
fairly good agreement with the measured �s profile, indicat-
ing that the ne measurements are consistent with those of �s.

V. STABILIZATION AND FLUCTUATION
PROPERTIES

Figure 12 shows Vacc, Ibeam, electrostatic fluctuation, and
the associated power spectrum in the injection and stabiliza-
tion phases of the electron plasma. Electrons were injected
with Vacc=175 V from t=0 to 0.32 s from the electron gun
at r=80 cm. As electrostatic potential was built up in the
initial injection phase, the injected electron beam was re-
pelled and Ibeam dropped from 300 to 10 �A before
t=50 ms. The initial large turbulence decayed with a similar
time constant, and, after this phase, the plasma was approxi-
mately in a steady state. As shown in Fig. 12�c�, the fluctu-
ating electric field has a complex spectrum with multiple
frequencies during beam injection, especially in the initial
turbulent phase. After beam injection ends, fluctuation in-
creases again and then relaxes to a quiescent state. In this
phase, the fluctuation spectrum has strongly peaked profiles.

Figure 13 shows the fundamental frequency of fluctua-
tion measured by the wall probe fwall and by the emissive
probe fprobe as function of the radial probe position rprobe. The
error bars for each data point indicate the full width at half
maximum of the fundamental frequency peak. The variation
in frequency due to probe insertion is less than 10%. The

effects of probe insertion are noticeable only at rprobe


60 cm, where the frequency peaks of the fluctuation spec-
trum broaden, indicating increased disturbance due to the
probe structure. In the same experimental shot, fprobe and fwall

agree within an error of 0.5%, indicating that the frequency
of fluctuation is the same for different radial positions.

To measure the frequency and phase differences at dif-
ferent radial positions at the same toroidal and poloidal po-
sitions, we performed simultaneous measurements of electro-
static fluctuations with a 10 channel rake probe. Figure 14
shows the dominant frequencies observed by each probe tip
and the associated waveforms, together with fwall. The probe
tips were electrically connected to the chamber via 10 k�
resistors, and the fluctuation of the collected electron current
was measured. The mechanical structure of the rake probe is
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larger than that of the emissive probe, resulting in relatively
greater disturbance to the plasma. Possibly due to the distur-
bance, the predominant mode frequencies observed were
n=2 rather than the fundamental mode, in contrast to the
situation without rake probe insertion. Figure 14�a� shows
the dominant n=2 mode frequencies. Figure 14�b� shows
that the fluctuation waveforms are perturbed, presumably
due to the insertion of the rake probe. The predominant fluc-
tuation frequencies are constant at different radial positions
and are the same as for fwall observed outside the confine-
ment region. The phase differences �	 in the fluctuations
observed at different radial positions are small, indicating
that the plasma fluctuation is almost coherent in structure in
the radial direction. We calculated the cross correlation of
each of the rake probe signals and found that �	
25° dur-
ing electron injection.

We also measured fluctuation at different toroidal and
poloidal positions and found that the oscillation mode propa-
gates in the toroidal E�B drift direction. Figure 15 shows
the waveforms of simultaneously measured fluctuations in
the stable confinement phase. Walls N2 and N4 were located
at the same poloidal cross section, and the toroidal separation
between N2/N4 and W1 was 90°. As shown in Fig. 15�d�,
W1 was located at the downstream side of the E�B velocity
of the negatively charged electron plasma. The signals from
N2 and N4 are synchronous, and the fluctuation shows no
phase difference in the poloidal direction �Figs. 15�a� and
15�b��. The signal from W1 shows a phase delay of 90° from
the signal from N2 and N4 �Fig. 15�c��. Figure 11�d� shows
a plot of the phase differences of wall probe signals for dif-

ferent toroidal separations. The separation angles agree with
the phase differences, indicating that the toroidal mode num-
ber of the lowest observed frequency oscillation is n=1.

Figure 16 shows electrostatic fluctuation frequency as a
function of Vacc. Frequency varies approximately linearly
with Vacc. Because �s and Er also vary approximately lin-
early with Vacc, it suggests that the frequency is proportional
to Er. The frequency of the dominant n=1 component of the
mode is also close to the E�B rotation frequency. These
observations are consistent with the frequency and propaga-
tion properties of the diocotron �Kelvin–Helmholtz� mode in
a pure poloidal field configuration.

VI. STABILIZATION AND LONG TIME CONFINEMENT

Finally, we examined the long time confinement proper-
ties of electron plasma. Figure 17 shows the electrostatic
fluctuation, associated power spectra, radial electrostatic
field strength, and estimated spatial profiles of the plasma.
Radial electric field strength and spatial profiles were mea-
sured and estimated using wall probes consists of stainless-
steel foils, current amplifiers, and analog integration
circuits.31 In the steady state during electron injection, elec-
trons fill approximately the entire region inside the separa-
trix. After the end of injection, electrons on the magnetic
surfaces intersecting the electron gun structure are lost with a
time constant of �1=0.14 ms, close to the toroidal rotation
time of electrons with the E�B velocity, indicating that the
electron gun structure creates a channel for electron loss in
the edge confinement region, as described in Sec. III.

In the stable confinement phase, electrostatic fluctuation
shows a peaked spectrum with a dominant frequency of 10
kHz and its higher harmonics. The spectrum slowly changes
during confinement, indicating spatial variation of the
plasma in the inhomogeneous field configuration. The stable
phase lasts for more than 300 s and ends with rapid growth
of instability. The observed confinement time is on the same
order as the diffusion time caused by neutral collisions. As
shown in Fig. 17�a�, the instability typically grows with a
time constant of 200 �s, and decays with a time constant of
30 ms. The electrons are lost at this point on a similar time
scale �Fig. 17�c��2��. Figure 18 shows a plot of stable con-
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finement time �� as a function of the filled neutral gas pres-
sure Pn. Long confinement is realized below approximately
7�10−5 Pa. In the low pressure range, we found the empiri-
cal relationship ��	2.4� Pn

−0.35 s, which deviates from the
linear relationship ��Pn=const. The instability growth is pos-
sibly caused by ion resonance instability39,40 due to ioniza-
tion of residual neutral gas.

Figure 19 shows the dependence of �� on Vacc. Stable
confinement is realized when electrons are injected with
Vacc
250 V. For Vacc�300 V, the plasma is not stabilized
and long confinement is not realized after the electron supply
ended. Possible reasons for the shortened confinement time
with larger Vacc include instabilities caused by the steeper
potential profiles due to a large number of initially trapped
electrons and formation of ions.

VII. CONCLUSION

Stable confinement of non-neutral plasma has been real-
ized in the magnetospheric configuration, and electrons with
a density of the order of 1011 m−3 were trapped for more
than 300 s. In this report, we presented experimental evi-
dence for spontaneous formation of the stable confinement
configuration of magnetospheric non-neutral plasma in RT-1.
After electrons are injected from an electron gun located in
the edge confinement region, they are transported inward to
strong field region across the closed magnetic surfaces. We
measured radial profiles of their electrostatic potential and
electron density in a quasisteady state during beam injection
and found that the toroidal E�B drift velocity of the plasma
has approximately constant angular frequencies. During in-
jection, the electrostatic fluctuation spectrum has broad
peaks due to remaining small differential rotation. After the
electron supply ends, the plasma settles into a long-lasting
quiescent state with highly coherent fluctuations. These ob-
servations support the hypothesis of relaxation or self-
stabilization of diocotron �Kelvin–Helmholtz� instabilities,
which is a well-known process in the homogeneous magnetic
field of a standard linear trap and indeed operates even in a
strongly inhomogeneous dipole magnetic field.
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